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Myriad Playout v4
Now in its 16th year, Myriad Playout is the complete
playout and automation solution developed to meet the
needs of a broad cross-section of stations.
The Myriad family actually consists of a number of
elements that combine to form a complete solution no
matter what type or size of radio station it is used in.
The heart of the package is Myriad Playout which provides
manual, live assisted or fully automated radio playout. In
addition, the Myriad family also includes music and advert
scheduling, CD ripping utilities, multi-media playout (for
digital platforms) and reporting / administration utilities.
Myriad Playout can also be expanded to include voice
tracking and even split transmission / network
programming.
Myriad Playout Key Features:
 Simple to understand and use.
 Industry leading automation capabilities.
 Flexible & intuitive live assist mode.
 Switch between automation and live assist with a single
click.
 Dynamically adjusted automation to interact with 'real
world' events such as live news.
 Hardware interaction with the real World.
 Powerful 'search' facility including search for song of X
length.
 User specific 'Instant Cart' hot keys.
 Intuitive 'dashboard' tells you what is playing and what is
next.
 Automatic 'sweeper' back timing.
 Drag and drop schedule log manipulation (for automated
or live assisted pre-scheduled shows).
 Record and edit audio on the fly.
 Hook the most recognisable bits of songs and play them as
teasers.
 Rip CD's directly or mass import MP3, WMA, WAV & OGG.
 Voice Track entire shows in minutes for believable, solid
automation.
 Supports dual screens with scheduled log on one and
Audio Wall on the other.
 Touch screen compatible.
 Built on P Squared's Smooth Stream™ technology for rock
solid reliability.
 Used in hundreds of stations 24/7, 365 days a year.
 Designed, developed and supported in the UK.
 Compatible with Nexus.
 Optional Remote Voice Tracking module available (this is a
cost option)
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